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Introduction: Solvent Applications using Microtrac SYNC

Many materials exist that allow interaction and suspension in an aqueous environment. 
However, in the early 1980s the Microtrac Particle Analysis Laboratory (PAL) recognized 
that use of solvents was an important aspect to facilitate efficient and timely measurements 
of materials that could not be measured in water due to reactivity, solubility or other 
incompatibility issue. As a result, Microtrac introduced instrument design that allowed 
conversion from an aqueous to an organic solvent environment without any requirement 
to change any component in the fluid path. The fluid path where contact occurs has the 
following materials which are solvent compatible: Glass, Kalrez (a fluoropolymer), Stainless 
steel and Teflon. Microtrac continues that convenience in the SYNC instrument series. The 
purpose of the solvent is, as mentioned, to avoid untoward effects on the particles being 
measured as a result of exposure to an aqueous environment. This applications note provides 
information on a variety of materials where solvent use is necessary. 

Conversion from aqueous to organic solvent only requires a transfer fluid, which is normally, 
Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA).IPA exhibits miscibility in both aqueous and organic fluids. Rinsing 
the system with IPA will remove water. Since IPA is also miscible in many organic fluids, the 
desired organic solvent can then be used while avoiding miscibility issues with water. Such 
a miscibility issue will produce droplets of water in the immiscible organic solvent.  SL-
AN-28 Sample Preparation Guide which has considerable detailed information on sample 
preparation for  a wide variety of materials is available from the Microtrac website (Microtrac.
com).

Organic solvents often used as carrier fluids
in Microtrac diffraction systems.

1. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
2. Methyl isobutyl ketone
3. Isopar G, L, M, V
4. N.N Dimethyl pyrrolidone
5. Hexane, heptane
6. Toluene
7. Methyl ethyl ketone
8. Neobee oil

Surfactants that have found use for a variety 
of particles such as foods, pharmaceuticals 
and other materials that are measured in 
organic solvents.

1. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
2. Lecithin
3. Triton X100 concentrate
 – not dissolved in water

Microtrac software and website have values for viscosity, refractive index and wetting/
dispersal chemicals.  

It is important to note that image analysis and diffraction measurements obtained for this 
discussion are obtained simultaneously on the same sample using the same sample cell. 
This design avoids issues where sample splitting by an interior tubing diversion is needed 
and provides the best approach to a dual measurement concept as embodied in the SYNC.
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Materials: The following list shows examples of the materials that are soluble in water and 
require a non-aqueous environment. 

Food - Peanut Butter:

Peanut butter primarily contains roasted peanuts, sugar and salt. Hydrogenated oil may be 
added along with a stabilizer. Roasted peanuts are ground initially to a size typically 800um 
and is followed by a second grinding operation to achieve a size of 250 um to provide a 
smooth texture. Initially the sample was prepared using acetone. This was found to provide 
a preparation that fomented coating of the cell and therefore an optically unsatisfactory 
condition for instrument operation. Further evaluation showed that use of  Isopar with 
added lecithin provided the best dispersion and wetting of the sample that prevented cell 
contamination and proper operating copnditions. The pictures (Figure 1) below show the 
difference in preparations. Note that the beaker walls are cleaner for the Isopar preparation. 
Figure 2 shows the SYNC diffraction measurements of the measurement in Isopar. Note 
the calculation of the volume amount of the two peaks in the distribution. Figure 3 shows 
a comparison of the two preparations. The Isopar distribution shows the presence of more 
fine particles, indicating that the dispersion is better in Isopar and more realistic than the 
acetone distribution. 
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Figure 1.

Figure 2. Microtrac software — SYNC Diffraction Isopar Preparation
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Image analysis of the peanut butter was performed simultaneously with diffraction using 
Isopar sample preparation,. The data are shown in Figure 4. The percentile data for SYNC 
diffraction was 3, 12, and 161um (D1, D50 and D99). For imaging, the data were 6, 32 and 262. 
Very similar data. Where a difference exists, it can be assumed to be due to the different 
calculations being used. Image analysis uses photographs from which the area or other 
geometric feature of individual particles is measured or determined. Further, these values 
are used in a variety of calculations to provide shape and form information for the particles. 
Particle diameter can be described by the Da which uses measurement of the area of a 
particles and then that area to form a circle of that area. The diameter of that circle is the 
calculated. Light scattering uses an ensemble approach, whereby the scattering occurs by a 
cloud of particles which produces a defined pattern. Diffraction uses light scattering angles 
and intensities as the basis of the measurements.

The image data provide ancillary information that has value since shape information is 
presented from that might impact product consistency and quality. From the graph below, 
the calculated W/L is somewhat consistent from 15 to 150um, after which the W/L increases 
as size increases. Similarly, the Krumbein calculation decreases as size increases, suggesting 
that the larger particles have more pointed edges and angles. So, while the amount of coarser 
particles is increasing, the particles are diverging more from spheres or round particles. 
Round particles would have the effect of rolling over one another and, as a group, provide 
a sensation of smooth texture.

Figure 3. Microtrac software — SYNC Diffraction Distributions
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Figure 4. Image analysis data as graphical display

 The larger, less round particles would promote the opposite sensation of grittiness due to 
size and shape. An individual user, may find one or the other to be most flavorful depending 
upon personal preference. Figures 5 and 6 show the differences in shape for the largest and 
somewhat smaller particles for the distributions shown in the graph. Since over 200,000 
particles were involved in the measurement, all images cannot be presented.
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Figure 5. Image analysis: Larger particles showing the shape difference relative to smaller 
particles. 

The photos demonstrate the differences in shape associated with the size of the peanut 
butter particles.

Figure 6. Image analysis: Particles with Da less than approximately 30µm
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Energetic, High Reactivity Chemicals:

Strontium Nitrate

Many chemicals are used to promote reactions that function as oxidizers (generally controlled 
reactions), explosives (rapid reaction) and as colorants. Ammonium perchlorate(AP – solid 
rocket motors NASA Shuttle SRM), strontium nitrate (red colored fireworks), potassium 
nitrate (airbags) and ammonium nitrate (AN) are oxidizing agents that react to provide 
oxygen to promote the “burning” of the fuel which often is a hydrocarbon (ANFO explosive 
used for mining). Aluminum or magnesium is used as fuel for solid rocket motors (AP). 
Potassium nitrate is used in air bags as a “scavenger” chemical that reacts with released, 
highly reactive pure sodium metal (from sodium azide ignition). This in turn releases more 
nitrogen gas (bag expansion) as a product of the KNO3 reaction with Na. In all cases, particle 
size is important for these reactions to provide high control with high effectiveness. Particle 
size and shape, affect stability, particle packing, mixing, maintenance of homogeneity and  
reaction kinetics. 

Figure 7 and 8 show SYNC diffraction results. Of particular interest is Figure 8 that shows 
a comparison of three Sr(NO3)2 production samples. The SYNC provides tracking of the 
diffraction size and image analysis as milling, size and shape changes occur.

Figure 7. SYNC Diffraction measurement of Strontium Nitrate
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The graphs and data in Figure 9 show that as size decreases, the sphericity and L/W ratio 
remain fairly stable over the entire particle size range. The size range is comparable to that 
reported by diffraction even though the calculations to obtain the sizes are different. The 
D1, D50 and D99 for SYNC diffraction was reported as 11μm, 70μm and 298μm respectively. 
For image analysis, the values were 15μm, 70μm and 201μm. As expected, the particle shape 
changes with regard to angular portions of the particles. Larger L/W values are often 
associated with larger particles. The distribution covers approximately a very wide particle 
size range. In most situations this distribution breadth would cause concern for segregation 
of the particles during transit and movement. However, the sphericity (ratio of the area 
equivalent diameter to the area equivalent area perimeter) is quite constant as is the L/W 
ratio. The Krumbein Roundness decreases as size increases indicating that more angles 
and irregularity are present. The combination of these factors of size and shape promote 
maintenance of homogeneity of the material during transit or packing. Figures 10 and 11 
show image analysis pictures

Figure 8. SYNC Diffraction measurement of three samples of Strontium Nitrate during milling.
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Figure 9. SYNC Image Analysis of Sample 1 shown in Diffraction Comparison Slide.

Ammonium Perchlorate, HMX, RDX and other highly energetic compounds.
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All of the above compounds exhibit the capability to promote an energetic response or act 
as explosive. Many of these compounds are soluble in water and require organic solvents 
as a medium for measurement. Microtrac diffraction instruments are known to possess high 
sensitivity to differences in particle size which is a tremendous feature. It also extends this 
capability to observing dissolution (disappearance) of solids in a sample. This is of special 
importance since fine particles which can represent the most energetic materials (due to their 
size) will be first to dissolve and thus not be measured. The SYNC instrument provides the 
opportunity to simultaneously examine the size as well as the shape of the materials mixed 
with organic solvents. Size and shape affect packing of the particles. Below is information 
on ammonium perchlorate which provides an oxygen source propellants. 
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Referring to Figure 13, the Da diameter is calculated based upon the measurement of the 
area of each particle and then a circle or sphere is determined having the identical area. 
The diameter is that of the circle or sphere. Form factors shown below are Sphericity, L/W 
Aspect Ratio, Convexity, Roundness and the cumulative and differential distributions. Many 
other calculations are available.

The L/W aspect ratio changes as the size changes. Usually particles become more round 
and spherical as size decreases. For this sample there is a large change in L/W ratio as 
the size decreases until approximately 70um. The sphericity is constant, but the values are 
somewhat low. Since the particles are not very spherical, segregation would be minimized 
and may limit hazardous condition that “fines” concentration can encourage.
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Monitoring Sample Preparation and Assuring Dispersion

Calcium nitrate and ammonium nitrate are used as a source of nitrogen for vegetative growth. 
Nitrogen is used to produce various amino acids, proteins, DNA and other nitrogenous 
compounds. One such compound has a structure that is similar in both plants and animals 
except for the selection of a metal. The chemical structure of the base chemical for blood 
contains iron and is called Heme. For plants the metal is magnesium. The chemical in plants 
is called chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is vital to survival and growth of plants since it uses sunlight 
to begin storage of energy to make ATP and NADPH which are used to synthesize glucose 
from carbon dioxide. Glucose is then used as the energy source for plant growth. The source 
of nitrogen can be natural atmospheric nitrogen fixation or by addition of fertilizer such as 
calcium nitrate and ammonium nitrate. The nitrate portion of the molecule is used (after 
a series of chemical reactions occurs to make the nitrogen useful) to synthesize proteins 
and organic chemicals that are used to make chlorophyll which contains nitrogen. There 
are 4 atoms of nitrogen required to synthesize 1 molecule of chlorophyll. Thus, for plant 
growth and health, nitrogen must be available in the form of nitrates (the best, useful form 
of nitrogen) or other nitrogen compounds.  Calcium nitrate and ammonium nitrate dissolve 
readily in water to release the nitrate ion used by plants. However, the high aqueous solubility 
coupled with the desire to measure the material in a fluid limits the selection to an organic 
solvent (note that dry powder measurements can be an alternative method using Turbotrac 
or TurboSYNC). Figure 14 shows a diagram of a chlorophyll molecule. Note the nitrogen 
atoms that are derived from nitrate ions. Structure is similar to blood hemoglobin when iron 
is present instead of magnesium.

Since both calcium and ammonium nitrate are ionic chemicals, they can be expected 
to be insoluble in hydrocarbons such as hexane, heptane and Isopar. The chemicals are 
hydroscopic and exposure to moisture will cause agglomeration possibly due to van Der 
Waals attraction,  capillary forces or moisture bridges. The data presented show the effect 
of stepwise treatment of calcium nitrate suspended in Isopar G containing lecithin as a 
surfactant. Figure 15 shows that transferring sample directly to the circulation system without 
any dispersion activity except circulation system agitation, allows data distributions to shift 
to smaller sizes. This suggests that the material is dispersing during measurement and that 
intervention is needed to achieve dispersion. A study of the effect of ultrasonic treatment 
on the material showed change in size. Treatment for longer periods resulted in smaller size. 
Further tests, including image analysis, were conducted leading to the determination that 
the optimum ultrasonic probe treatment was for 30 seconds at 50% amplitude.
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Image analysis of the samples shows the same pattern as that using diffraction. The Summary 
Data from image analysis provide various form and shape parameters as calculated averages. 
They did not show difference in any of the parameters examined (W/L ratio, Mean Convexity, 
Angularity, or Krumbein Roundness). It is important to realize that average values can easily 
“hide” small, but important, variations in size and shape. This effect is a normal consequence 
of averaging data regardless of source. 
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As shown in Figures 17 and 18, the particles have unexpected shape with sharp edges 
and points / angles. Further evaluation using the Search feature in the software did show 
difference. Opposite to averages provided in the Summary Data, the “search” approach 
employs greater specificity. For this sturdy, a value limit (percent less than 0.4) for the 
Krumbein Roundness calculation was selected by inspection of the shapes available under 
the View Particles and Scatter Diagram features in the SYNC instrument software. Note 
from the Figures 17 and 18 the large range of values.
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Based upon the data, the optimum treatment period would be 30 seconds using an amplitude 
of 50%. 

Thus, the use of solvent avoided dissolution and preserved the shape of the particles for 
measurement. Diffraction data were confirmed, while image analysis provided an explanation 
that the change in size during preparation may be due to dispersion effects on the particles, 
but damage to the particles may occur if optimum ultrasonic conditions are exceeded. 
Thus, application of energy to produce a final dispersion must be performed judiciously. 
In the case of this form of calcium nitrate, ultrasonic energy should be limited in time and 
power applied in order to preserve the particle structure while disrupting any agglomerated 
particles residing in the sample. Initial testing showed that the sample when immersed in 
the Isopar will begin to disperse immediately. Conditions were selected to assume proper, 
non-destructive preparation. Observationally it was determined that particle damage could 
occur when high energy was included. Very mild treatment with ultrasonic energy promotes 
quicker achievement of dispersion under controlled condition.

Krumbein values decrease with greater treatment. Higher values or percentage greater 
than a specific value indicate greater roundness and less irregularity. Greater percentages 
less than a specific value indicate greater irregularity as displayed in Figure 19. Ultrasonic 
treatment for 30 seconds at 100% amplitude, causes particle “damage” and production of 
more round particles. Erroneous  measurement showing the particles as being smaller than 
expected, will result under such conditions.
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Summary

The information contained in this paper provides concepts that can be applied to materials 
that are soluble in aqueous fluids or are more easily mixed/dispersed in an organic solvent. 
Any organic chemical can be used in the Microtrac fluid circulation system without flow 
system changes of material that will be in contact with the fluid. Depending on the material 
characteristics, measurements can be conducted on the dry powder using TurboTrac or 
TurboSYNC. Using the dry measuring system is the subject of another Microtrac application 
note. The combination and simultaneous measurement of the samples by diffraction and 
image analysis provided the means to understand and make a final determination for 
preparative conditions without damage to particles while achieving dispersion. Additionally, 
there may be situations where complete dispersion is not desired. Agglomeration and 
aggregation occurrence may be a desirable characteristic. For these types of situations. 
the diffraction and image analysis information can be used to assure that the particle 
measurement information is for intact materials.


